
No Gi Butterfly Guard Step Over Pass To Knee on Belly Dope Mount 
 

Heels to butt for no power or legs extended for no power is 
the rule of thumb. Compress or extend. P.S. on hook 
sweeps, the closer your knee is to your shoulder, the more 
force you can generate. Otherwise if you lay back you are 
only using your hip flexors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start 
standing 
squared up to 
your 
opponent. 
Your 
forearms on 
his shoulders 
and drive his 
back to mat. 
 
 
Stay heavy 
on your hips 
and slide 
your hips in 
tight to 
compress his 
legs, heels to 
butt. 
 
Get biceps control, the “Spin Special” as these bicep grips can continue to compress his hips. 
Next, begin the passing. 
 
 
 
 
 



Slide back 
quickly and 
compress 
his legs with 
your elbows 
at his knees. 
He won’t be 
expecting 
that and it’s 
fundamental 
thing to do.  
 
 
You should 
also be trying 
to squeeze 
his knees to 
give you the 
slide by pass. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once you have his knees squeezed, you do the wiggle wiggle right left knee movement and get 
the pass to 
your right 
side. Key is 
the side you 
want to 
pass is the 
first side 
you push 
the knees 
to. Below is 
the opposite 
side pass. 
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Once you get the side pass, place your hand on the mat to the side you just passed. Here we 
pass to the right side so place your left hand on the mat and knee cut with your left knee (same 
side as hand) between his knees, pull up with your right hand on his top knee to make room for 
your knee, knee to mat, pull your right knee to his armpit and his left hand up to make room for 
your knee and then left knee slides up to gets top mount. 
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#2 No Gi Butterfly Guard Step Over Pass To Knee on Belly Dope 
Mount 
 

Left leg lifts up and steps over as in “dirty money” his belt line on the other side and that foot 
lands on the mat at his hip level. 
 
Then the side that you are passing, the right side, your right arm pushes off his same side left 
knee and you complete the pass and post out for 
knee on belly. 
 
If his elbow to knee is to close, use your bottom 
knee backwards to move his other leg to make 
room. That makes room to get your knee to his 
armpit as part of the dope mount. 
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From the same starting position, slide back, shuffle left shuffle right and then to begin the pass, 
the chest goes over the knees. Your chest goes over the knee side you are passing. Here, your 
chest goes over his right knee or your left side. 

 
Once the chest is past, back step with your outside leg as your inside knee is already passed. 
Continue the back step until you get side control. 
 

 
 
 
 
 


